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R/V ALASKA was one of the first research

      vessels used during the surveys, 1979



R/V MAKO was used in

later surveys, 1993-97



Square Black Rock in the Big Creek Ecological Reserve 



    The large kelp bed off the Green Bridge near Esalen was

a favorite fishing spot of the commercial nearshore fishermen



Plaskett Rock off Jade Cove was a good spot to catch 
mid-water schooling fishes like blue and olive rockfishes



The lighthouse overlooking Point Piedras Blancas



Fishing occurred in all types of weather



We often fished through lunch



Two nice lingcod



Captured fish were carefully removed from the hook



The species name, length and condition were recorded for captured
fish as well as where and at what depth they were caught



A floy tag was placed in left dorsal musculature



The floy tag number was recorded



Floy tag in the left dorsal musculature



In addition to the number, the floy tag contained the name of “CFG
MONTEREY” and “REWARD” to alert fishermen that  there was a
reward posted at the Monterey CFG office for the return of the tag



After they were tagged and all
information was recorded, fish were
usually released where they were
captured



These flyers
were posted
at fishing
docks



Oceanographic information, such
as the clarity of water (seechi
disk reading) was also collected
during the survey



Temperatures at depths were recorded with a SEABIRD CTD



A yellowtail
rockfish that
was originally
captured and
tagged off Pt.
Sur was
recaptured  3
years and 5
months later
at the Farallon
Islands



A cabezon was originally captured off Pt. Cabrillo and
then tagged and released off Del Monte Beach. It
was recaptured 54 days later near where it was first
captured


